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When it comes to presentations, Powerpoint is a powerful animal. Gold standard for salespeople and marketing professionals with laser pointers and slide clerks, it holds a corporate-level price tag. And while free, often web-based alternatives exist, there are really no cost versions that are generally extremely limited. However, there are a handful of free, downloadable presentation tools like Powerpoint that
you can use to make your next presentation great. Everyone is trading it off, but they're all working. And-the-price is right. Key: Mac users apple home built key software is easy to learn no brainer, not unusually difficult to master, and at the end of the day, produces good looking presentations. What can you ask more than that? Well, the main return here, of course, is that it's only available for Apple's own
hardware. If you find yourself in this camp, though, it's free download for all your Cupertino designed devices. There are plenty of beautiful templates for the leverage, you can collaborate in real time with team members (even PC users via the web), and all of your access to the offer is very smooth thanks to the integration of iCloud across your entire device. Labor Office: Free actually means free. The
popular, cross-platform labor suit is constantly developed by members of the Open Source community who believe that software should be shared, built for the better, and actively improved. If you are looking to change the large area of Microsoft Office, then it's a good place to start. Presentation software-called to impress the elevator-is a stunning and beautiful fully-featured powerpoint alternative. You
miss out on some simple features such as media clip clipping, expansion export options, and some animation elements, but for direct presentations, it's definitely the option to check. Of all the options on this list, the Saladadog Dewaatis established presentation tools mostly by the standard principles. The key feature here is how you manage elements of your presentation -whether slides, websites, videos,
or other media - how you have to manage clips in a video editor, and then enjoy the smooth playback of your presentation. It's a unique twist on the old way of doing things, while maintaining familiar features like a proper, download application and offline presentation playback. Although there is a $99 per year Pro version, this PC is the most limited option on our list only when it comes to free version: you'll
need to spread a saladdog watermark on your offers, it has no fan-looking, and no specific background, a few errors That being said, if you're looking for cheap experience and you want to add modern-day media elements out of the standard stock of the slather, then this is a good option. WPS Office: If you're just a bunchif like Most Microsoft and if you're just a kick at Microsoft Office Worried about leaving
winter turkey, WPS Office Suite is your street right. Like the Labor Office, it is a multi-platform offering that is positioned as an alternative to the central Microsoft Office tools. We are here for the presentation device, though, and you will feel right at home with the aptly named WPS presentation. It feels more amazing - even like the Eral-Powerpoint, the same functionality includes most support of the
powerpoint, and the simple features like the cloud saves the game. The main error is that the free version is supported by the ad. Yes, ads in your office suite. You'll need to watch short ads when accessing certain features unless you're ready for the appropriate (but still not free) $30 per year premium version. If you are creating a presentation that requires participants to think about specific upcoming
dates, the calendar is a natural addition. PowerPoint has several different calendar templates to choose from. Please copy and copy the month you want for your presentation. Open your PowerPoint presentation by entering a calendar in PowerPoint, select the slide where you want the calendar, and then click File. Select New in the left-hand pan. In the search bar, type calendar and press Enter to search.
Browse through the available templates and select one of your favorites. If you don't like it, you can browse through many available calendar templates of the office. Once selected, the template description will appear. Go ahead and click Create. The calendar will appear in a new PowerPoint presentation. Each month appears on a different slide. Scaral through the left hand side normal view and select the
month you want to use in your current presentation. In this example, we will use the month of October. Right-click the slide and select the copy from the menu. Alternatively, you can use Ctrl s s s short cut. Next, go back after your current offer. Right-click the slide in the general view pane where you want to enter the calendar. Select Keep Source Formatting from the post options on the Context menu. This
will allow you to take the background of the calendar to the topic you use in your presentation. ئل� �ک  ںی�  �تکس  رک  لامعتسا  پآ  رپ ،  روط  لدابتم   Ctrl + V ٹک ٹراش  . Now that the calendar is entered into your presentation, you can select each day and type in the relevant information. If you want to share this offer with the relevant members so that they can stay with important dates, click the Share button at the
top right of the screen. You will be asked to select the mechanism in which you want to share. In this example, we will share it as a powerpoint presentation. After you have selected, your default mail client will open with the document already attached. Enter the recipient's e-mail and click Send. Pictures and clip art add meaning and visual interest to PowerPoint presentations. When you want to give
something to your audience to think about, add a picture that helps tell your story. Selected Search the web for personal photos or licensed images under creative terms. This article applies to the guidelines in Powerpoint 2019, Powerpoint 2016, Powerpoint 2013, Powerpoint 2019 for Mac, Powerpoint for The Powerpoint Mac for 2016, Powerpoint for Mac 2011, Powerpoint Online, Powerpoint for Microsoft
365, and Powerpoint for Microsoft. PowerPoint offers several ways to incorporate clip art and images into a presentation. Perhaps the easiest way to do this is to select a slide setting that contains a place holder for content such as clip art and pictures. Select the slide you want to follow the new slide with a picture. Select the home. Select the new slide arrow below. Select a type slide that contains content.
For example, choose the picture with the title and content layout or caption layout. Select the picture icon on the slide to add an image from your computer. The icon looks like a picture with a computer monitor in front of it. Enter the picture in the Dialog box, browse to find the picture you want to include and select. Select an online photo icon to add a clip art or other graphic to your computer. This icon looks
like a picture with a world in front of it. Enter a word or phrase in the online Pictures Dialog box that explains your desired image and press Enter. Check the license requirements for each image you download. Some creative images require that you add a picture credit along with the picture. Select the picture you want to use and enter. You can add any type of picture or clip art to a slide-in tab. Select the
slide on which you want to add the picture. Select Insert. Select pictures to add images to your computer. Enter pictures in the Dialog box, browse to find the picture you want to include and select. Select online images that you search online for clip art or any other graphic on your computer. In the online Pictures Dialog box, enter a word or phrase that explains your desired picture and press enter. Select
the picture you want to use and insert. The pictures come in different sizes. Some will be bigger than your slides while others will be smaller. Either way, you may need to change the size of the image you want to add to your presentation. When you select a picture, white circles appear around the edges of the picture. They are called size handle (or selection handle). Drag one of these handle to move or
remove your image. The best way to change the size of the picture is to use the size handle located on the corners of the picture, rather than the top or sides of the picture. Use the corner handle to keep your picture in proportion as you change its size. If you do not maintain your image ratio, it is deleted in your presentation or Can see. Alternatively, use the tools in the Size Group Picture Tools Format
Tab. Select picture to turn on the Picture Tools tab. If the slide is not enough in the right place, the slide will be near the center. Turns the pointer into four headings This is a step arrow for graphic objects. Drag the picture to the correct location. Location.
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